The Recreation club is open to all majors, and everyone is welcome!!!!

If you’re interested in joining the Recreation Club, please contact Shaun or Katelynn!
LSSU DISC GOLF COURSE

HOLE DESCRIPTION

Hole #1
Tee: Corner of sidewalk near north entrance of the Norris Center
Hole: Last fence post of fence that runs parallel to the Norris center and perpendicular to Easterday Ave.

Hole #2
Cross Easterday and head west of the towers.
Tee: Large rock at the south west of D. Tower.
Hole: Corner of wooden fence post behind the steam plant

Hole #3
Tee: Cement Block drainage ditch
Hole: Middle tree north across the slope of the hill in the grove.

Hole #4
Tee: Tree Just outside of the grove
Hole: Large Oak tree back up the top of the hill behind the Marquette Apartments

Hole #5
Tee: Start at the large boulder at the northern corner of Marquette hall.
Hole: Lamp post around the corner of the art center.
You must shoot down the path parallel to the Art Center and then it dog legs to the right and you will see the lamp post.

Hole #6
Head to the middle of the lookout garden on the slope of the hill
Tee: Brick paved area in the middle of the lookout garden.
Hole: Shoot across the slope and hit the tree just passed the guard rails on the side of the slope.

Hole #7
Cross the street south and head towards the North East corner of E lot
Tee: Blue parking sign that identifies the lot and who is allowed to park there.
Hole: Shoot across the bowl up through the grove of trees and hole out at the large Maple in the middle of the next green area.

Hole #8
Tee: Double Man hole covers
Hole: Mangled tree on the north side of the Alumni House

Hole #9
Cross the street and head to the south east corner of the Library parking lot
Tee: Bus stop. You must shoot around the day care center
Hole: Northeast fence post in front of the LSSU tank

RULES

Basic Disc Golf Rules Apply
Be Respectful of our equipment